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Imperialist &Revisionist Allies
By Milt Rosen President, Progressive Labor Party

The phony "peace offensive” is over. The attempt 
by the Johnson gang to blackmail the Vietnamese 
people into abandoning their fight for freedom has

cannot do business with a viscious ruling class
aspiring to world domination. The only "business” 
is to defeat it

collapsed.
Johnson’s pathetic try to show the world that the 

U.S. was "genuinely working for peace” went over 
like a lead balloon.

Johnson’s maneuvers to hoodwink the American 
people failed. More forces are involved in the effort 
to get the U.S. out of Vietnam now!

The Vietnamese people have given the world a 
good lesson in firmness, revolutionary courage, and 
unity in the face of the phony "peace campaign.” 
Each day the press reported various stories that the 
north Vietnamese were divided from the south Viet
namese, and that the only reason that they couldn’t 
go to the bargaining table was because of pressure 
from the Chinese government The latest statement 
from Premier Ho Chi Minh, once again clearly 
points out the terms for ending the war of genocide 
in Vietnam. They are essentially the points which 
have been continuously put forward by the Viet
namese people; basically: recognize the Liberation 
Front (NLF) as the government ofthe vast majority 
of the south Vietnamese people; instant withdrawal

Recently various forces within the ruling class 
have begun to quarrel among themselves about 
what to do in Vietnam. This expresses itself in state
ments of senators like Mansfield and Fulbright; the 
New York Times and Walter Lippman; Gens. Gavin 
and Ridgeway and many others. Within this group 
various positions arise. (Most recently they have 
called for U.N. "peacemaking”—like in the Congo? 
—which would sneak the U. S. into Vietnam "legally” 
—through the back door.) However, their basic 
estimate is that the U.S. can’t win the war, and if 
the U.S. pursues the war vigorously, the result will 
be tremendous losses politically and militarily.

Their fears arise not out of any concern for tfie 
Vietnamese or U.S.peoples, but out of their concern 
for preserving U.S. imperialism. If the Johnson war 
of aggression went forward without serious opposi
tion, these people would be as quiet as church mice. 
These splits among the bigwigs arise because the 
people in Vietnam fight with courage and vigor— 
because they are winning—and because opposition

KY: HITLER USED TO BE MY HERO. Johnson and gang rush to Hawaii to bolster aggression, 
divert and silence growing opposition at home Johnson’s arrogance in the face of revolutionary action
in Vietnam and massive anti-war protests in the U. S. 
of all foreign troops from Vietnam; the immediate 
end to the bombing of north Vietnam.

These have always been the only and just con
ditions for ending the U.S. war of extermination 
in Vietnam. There need not be any more trips to 
Vietnam by various U.S. citizens (even by those who 
are well-intentioned), to "clarify” what has always 
been the clear, sole and valid basis for ending the 
U.S. bloodbath in Vietnam.

During the period of the Johnson caper, the press 
was full of fond hopes that somehow or other the 
Soviet Union would be able to inveigle the Vietna
mese to bargain with the Johnson gang. (See box). 
No matter how bellicose the Soviet statements were 
in "support” of the Vietnamese conditions, the press 
always understood them for what they were: tricks

belie basic desperation and fear of defeat, 
to the Johnson gang grows by leaps and bounds 
at home

In order to widen these' divisions and exploit 
them in the interests of our people and the Vietna
mese people, we must expand militant activity aroum 
the line of get out of Vietnam now!

It would be a crucial mistake if we were to rely on 
these spokesmen for imperialism. Nor should peace 
forces succumb to their halfway measures which, in 
fact, mean securing U.S. imperialism’s foothold in 
Vietnam.

All these forces are putting forward the same prop
ositions: hold onto the coastal bases in Vietnam, 
and enter into endless negotiation.

In the face of these tactical differences, Johnson
has started bombing north Vietnam again, while
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WATER BOYS FOR WASHINGTON
2/1/66-New York 'Hines: Secretary Dean Rusk:
...I did poirt oat that among the governments 

who told us that a pause might substantially 
improve the possibilities of peace were a number 
of communist governments. Obviously they were 
in Eastern Europe.”
1/15/66-New York Times: "The White House 
is keeping with the secrecy it invoked on all de
tails of its peace offensive, declined to elaborate 
on the nature of the Humphrey-Kosygin talks... 
The contact came at a time when there is grow
ing belief among American analysts that the 
Soviet Union is urging North Vietnam not to 
expect military victory and not to exclude mili- 
expect military victory and not to exclude the 
possibility of achieving its objectives through 
negotiations...The Soviet Union is viewed by 
American officials as a potential moderating 
force upon Hanoi At the same time it cannot 
move too openly lest it expose itself to Chinese 
1/22/66 "Mr Rusk said that he did not wish to 
discuss the conversation of the meeting. He ex
pressed th hope that the Soviet Union would do 
everything possible to promote a peaceful solu
tion. But he also expressed appreciation of Mos
cow’s presumed reluctance to appear soft on 
'imperialism’, as Peking has charged.” 
1/16/66-New York Times: "The Russians are

still violently 'condemning' American imperialist 
aggression in Vietnam and announcing new mili
tary and political aid for Hanoi, but Washington 
is not concluding from that Moscow must be 
treated as an enemy that is providing missiles 
to shoot down our bombers. On the contrary 
Pres. Johnson proposed to Congress that the 
U.S. improve trade relations with the Soviet 
Union....” (James Reston)
2/16/66-New York Times: "...The real soviet 
gains have been made at China’s expense. As 
an inactive participant in the Vietnam war the 
tertius gaudens or, laughing third,, Russia is 
brilliantly playing the easier role of spectator 
in a great international confrontation. ...The U.! 
obviously endorses the Russian approach It has 
already blessed its achievements between India 
and Pakistan. It would almost certainly, if less 
obviously, bless this approach should it help 
find a way out of the Vietnam impasse.... The 
fundament of present Soviet- American relations 
in this complex situation is that they must be 
tadt.. The conflict between the USA and the 
USSR is explidt; agreement must remain im- 
plidt.. Yet both capitals stand to gain at Peking’s 
expense... In this sense there is something in 
China’s frenzied complaints that the Russians 
and Americans are allies.” (C.L. Sulzberger)

designed to cover-up the fundamental Soviet role of 
playing broker for U.S. imperialism. (This was the 
first time in the history of modem dvilizations 
when a supposed enemy—the Soviet Union—spoke of 
defeating the U.S. and the U.S. leaders and press 
rejoiced!)

U. S. rulers didn’t leave all the skullduggery to 
tbeir revisionist partners. The British government, 
the Pope, the U. N. General Secretary and a cast of 
thousands were trotted to sanctify the peace caper. 
If any of these forces were sincere they would have 
rmislprl on the only condition for peace in Vietnam— 
U.S. get oat!

The resumption of the bombing of north Vietnam 
aaty underlines the deceit of the Johnson gang. 
It shows again that they are going to try and stay 
ic Vietnam at all costs. Any attempt to do "business” 
wi~ this gang of killers is reminiscent of
aggamfuiB "to do business” with Hitler. During those 
■fiffir.: ~ days people learned and taught that you

prattling about U.N. "peace making.” He wants to 
confront the incoming Congress with a fait ac- 
complis. He is even afraid to allow an innocuous 
"debate. ” More important, he is afraid of growing 
opposition of our people who consider this war a 
hated one. Like the Third Reich, the Johnson 
crowd wants to whip the country into line behind 
a total war situation. Anyone who opposes it is a 
"traitor. ”

On Feb. 12 there will be South-wide demonstrations 
against tlie U.S. war of genocide. "Withdraw Now- 
Freedom Now,” will be the slogans. This links thi 
freedom struggle at home to opposing the war 
abroad. This is a serious step forward. All over the 
North supporting actions will be held. Immediate 
actions are being held now against the resump
tion of the bombings. Large-scale nation-wide de
monstrations and actions will be held in March.

The Johnson gang can be stopped; it can be 
defeated!

1,700 U.S. CASUALTIES IN THE IA DRANG VALLEY

Vietnam Casualty Figures Phony
In an article by its military correspondent, who had been on a 

visit to south Vietnam, the Australian evening paper Herald recent
ly made public the fact that U. S. public relations officers in south 
Vietnam are trying in their news bulletins to conceal U. S. defeats 
and are "engaged in the business of turning defeats into victory.”

Half a year ago the U.S. Command in Saigon ceased publishing 
day-by-day casualty figures and imposed some new rules which 
characterize U.S. losses as "light,” "moderate or "heavy.” But in 
practice, the December 6th issue of the U.S. journal Newsweek 
stated, "the description used has almost invariably been Tight’ 
or 'moderate’—a fact some observers have found hard to reconcile 
with the rapidly mounting weekly casualty figures. The answer to 
this apparent discrepancy lies in the fact that, as used in Vietnam, 
'light,’ 'moderate’ and 'heavy’ mean whatever U.S. military spokes
men want them to mean. ”

Describing the U.S. way of counting losses, the Herald said, "The 
rules stipulate that losses be diluted by measuring the casualty rate 
against the total force engaged....A company may be wiped out 
in an ambush, for example. If it formed part of two battalions force, 
then the casualties will be described as light or, at worst, moderate, 
even though the rest of the force took no part in any fighting.”

"On one occasion recently,” the paper said,"an Australian battal
ion was thrown into the picture, so extremely heavy casualties suf
fered by two companies in an American batallion were minimized.” 
The absurdity of this practice has been laid bare by news reports 
from Saigon that some of the latest weekly totals of casualties suf
fered by the U. S. troops have already exceeded the average weekly 
U.S. toll during the Korean War. It was recalled that heavy losses 
were inflicted upon the U.S. troops by the Korean people and The 
Chinese Volunteers.

"The anguishing statistics of death in Vietnam are growing daily 
more somber and will become increasingly so,” The New York 
Herald Tribune said in an article on November 28, 1965.

Meanwhile White House Press Secretary Bill D. Moyers said that 
"president Johnson agonizes over the mounting combat fatalities 
among American servicemen in the war.” The paper noted, "The 
statistics also have puzzled and baffled the public ”

Another means employed to present U.S. defeat as victory is to 
inflate the casualties of the south Vietnamese people’s armed forces.

According to the Australian correspondent, "What is widely pro
claimed as a tremendous victory takes a very different look when 
measured against all the facts.”

"The validity of Saigon and Washington announcements of the 
enemy dead has been questioned by the U.S. officers and corres
pondents in the field,” an AP report from Saigon said. The counts 
have "unquestionably been inaccurate and frequently...inflated.”

"In many instances,” the report said, "estimates of spotter plane 
pilots on the results of air strikes and artillery bombardment were 
thrown into the 'confirmed body count’ figure.

"Some pilots have privately said they were making only rough 
estimates and were unable to tell in many cases whether the bodies 
were civilians or military. They also could not be sure whether 
they were in fact dead or live Vietcong who were caught in the open 
and play8ng dead. ”

When the American Special Forces Camp at Plei Me came under 
intense and prolonged siege in October, the U.S. military spokesman 
reported early in the fight that "ninety enemy bodies had been counted 
and some of them were hanging on the Camp’s barbed wire.”

A New York Times dispatch ran "when a reporter later reached 
the besieged camp, still under fire, and said he wanted to photograph 
the bodies on the barbed wire, the grimy, bearded, exhausted defend
ers broke into bitter laughter. Tbey said there had never been any 
bodies on the wire and that they had never made the original count 
of ninety enemy dead. ”

New York Times also noted an increasing "tendency to attempt 
to put the best possible face on stories by elegant variation in vo
cabulary.” A press officer angrily rejected questions as to whether 
he meant the paratroopers of the 173rd Brigade had "pulled back” 
when he said they had "readjusted their positions” under the fierce 
attack by the enemy. A reporter with the troops that night recount
ed the incident to a group of airborne officers who said 'of course 
we pulled back.’”

In the recent prolonged battle in the Ya Drang Valley, U.S. First 
Cavaliy Division (airmobile) suffered a toll of more than 1,700 
men. The battalion commander on the field told a reporter he had 
counted about 160 enemy bodies in two days. That night the Am
erican Command Press Information Office announced that 8t>9 
enemy bodies had been counted. New York Times said, "Soldiers 
of the First Air Cavalry began to joke this week about Saigon’s 
request for the 'Wild-Eyed Guess.’”
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